
Launch of Micko’s adventure voyage mobile
Travel app Game partnership with blockchain
project Drachmae
Ti Labs and Drachmae made it official by
announcing collaboration between 2
companies and declare as partners for
blockchain and mobile gaming.

DUBAI, DUBAI, UAE, August 19, 2016
/EINPresswire.com/ -- This collaboration
will further strengthen business relations
and continue upcoming ventures
including Games, Apps, Travel Club,
Wallet Payment and Digital Currency.

As a partners, this collaboration is
propose to launch fintech and blockchain
products, primarily both are collaborating
for a new 2D Mobile Travel game and
Travel Club Startup. This alliance is
signed to bring the innovative fintech and
IoT products, especially for travel,
tourism and event industry.

Ti Labs and Drachmae are already busy
in producing their first 2D mobile game

which is available for android users and launching soon for iphone users.

By playing Micko's Adventure Voyage game in competition levels gamer's will have the opportunity to
win crypto currency DT Token "Draco" as prizes that they then can use on services such as
Drachmae Travel Club or Drachmae Mobile Communications.

Officials of Ti Labs and Drachmae agreed to produce more entertaining apps and products for
Globetrotters and end users.

Highlights for Upcoming Projects: Ti Labs and Drachmae announced cooperation partnership for
fintech and blockchain revolution and innovation. As joint venture partnership they collectively
announce to launch First Mobile 2D Travel Game, Travel membership, Travel SIM cards, and wallet
payments.

Vision of Collaboration: Discover New Horizons In IoT, Fintech and Blockchain products.

About Ti Labs

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://www.tilabs.co 
http://www.drachmae.club


Ti Labs is an execution of vision,
transformation of a passion, and a dream
turning into reality. Ti Labs is an
emerging startup based in Middle East
and Asia with aiming to produce high
quality entertainment, memorable
gaming experiences and technology that
can bring real time solution for its end
users. Ti Labs where “T” terms for “Tech”
and “I” innovates the “Intelligence”, is full
pack of IoT startup which spotlights on
producing valuable entertainment and
technology. The core business is to
focuses on producing games with high
production value and impressive gaming
experiences.

Changing the World Block by
Block Use Case by Use Case
and Making lasting travel
memories together…
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